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Abstract
The exciting code is a density-functional theory (DFT) and excited-
states package based on the linearized augmented plane-wave (LAPW)
method. It can be applied to all kinds of materials, irrespective of the
atomic species involved, and also allows for the investigation of the core
region. exciting is an open source code. The exciting hydro-
gen release can be obtained from http://exciting-code.org. The
exciting project encourages contributions from the community. Auto-
mated tests, distributed version tracking, a flexible build system, online
documentation, and the extensible XML input file format, form a solid
basis for a distributed code development. Focusing on the latter, XML
provides two basic advantages: One comes with the schema language,
XML Schema, which allows for a formal description of the input file for-
mat. This schema can be used to validate the input file with standard
validation tools. In addition, one can generate documentation, parsing
code, and an user interface from one source. Being machine and human
readable, XML is the optimal file format for data output as well. Appli-
cation specific file formats are then generated in a separate step through
templates. All these ideas are exploited in the exciting@web database,
a newly developed software suited to publish DFT data on the internet
and also providing an interactive interface to the exciting code.
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The exciting Code

excitingexciting

We are happy to present exciting exciting hydrogenhydrogen, the first official release
of the excitingexciting code. It is a full-potential all-electron density-
functional-theory (DFT) package based on the linearized augmented
planewave (LAPW) method. It can be applied to all kinds of materials,
irrespective of the atomic species involved, and also allows for the
investigation of the core region.

We particularly focus on excited state properties, within the framework of
time-dependent DFT (TDDFT) as well as within many-body perturbation
theory (MBPT).

Have a look at the features which are already implemented or are in the
development process.

We are also working on tools, interfacing excitingexciting with packages
operating on the next higher length scale.

excitingexciting is developer-friendly through a clean and fully documented
programming style, a modern source-code management, a dynamical
build system, and automated tests. At the same time it is user-friendly,
comprising various tools to create and validate input files and to analyze
results.

Powerful packages are nourished from world-wide collaborations. Hence
we are aiming at an open, transparent development process and
encourage contributions from outside.

Contact us if you want to join the developers team! Read more about the
current developments and the history of the code.

20.09.2009, the excitingexciting team
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Features

General
High precision all-electron DFT code based on the FP-LAPW method
including local-orbitals

Various XC functionals available

Calculation of forces and structural optimization

Treatment of magnetism in the most general way, including spin-orbit
coupling and non-collinear magnetism

Plotting of band structure, Fermi surface, charge density, potential
etc. (1D, 2D and 3D)

Visualization with xmgrace and XCrySDen supported

MPI parallelization, as well as optimization for multithreaded numeric
libraries (BLAS LAPACK)

Simple to use: just one input file required

XML inputs / outputs

Excited states
Macroscopic dielectric function within time-dependent DFT and the
Bethe-Salpeter equation

Available exchange-correlation kernels: RPA, ALDA, long-range con-
tribution model-kernels, BSE-derived kernel

RPA and ALDA loss function for finite momentum transfer q-vectors

Programming
Clean and simple code structure – ideal for development

Git repository

Full LaTeX documentation included with every subroutine
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We are happy to present exciting exciting hydrogenhydrogen, the first official release
of the excitingexciting code. It is a full-potential all-electron density-
functional-theory (DFT) package based on the linearized augmented
planewave (LAPW) method. It can be applied to all kinds of materials,
irrespective of the atomic species involved, and also allows for the
investigation of the core region.

We particularly focus on excited state properties, within the framework of
time-dependent DFT (TDDFT) as well as within many-body perturbation
theory (MBPT).
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programming style, a modern source-code management, a dynamical
build system, and automated tests. At the same time it is user-friendly,
comprising various tools to create and validate input files and to analyze
results.

Powerful packages are nourished from world-wide collaborations. Hence
we are aiming at an open, transparent development process and
encourage contributions from outside.

Contact us if you want to join the developers team! Read more about the
current developments and the history of the code.
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LAPW
In the linearized augmented plane-wave (LAPW) method the unit cell
of the crystal is divided into two different types of regions. The first
one, called the muffin-tin region, consists of spheres centered around
the atoms, while the second one, called the interstitial region, consists
of the remaining part of the unit cell. In the muffin-tin spheres the basis
consists of atomic like functions to account for the rapid changes of the
wave function in this area, whereas in the interstitial region the basis
functions are plane waves, since the wave function changes only slowly
at some distance from the atomic sites.

φp(r) =


1√
Ω
eipr, r ∈ I

∑lmax
lm fαlm(|r−Rα|;p)Ylm( ̂r−Rα), r ∈ MTα

The LAPW basis set is specially designed to describe the wave function
of all electrons in the full potential of a periodic solid, which makes it a
highly accurate method and also allows for the investigation of the core
region.

Current Developments
Stress tensor (Pasquale Pavone)

Elastic properties (Pasquale Pavone)

Phonon dispersion (Stephan Sagmeister)

Van der Waals density functional (Dmitrii Nabok)

k.p@LAPW (Jürgen Spitaler in collaboration with, KTH Stockholm)

ATAT@exciting (Jürgen Spitaler)

GW (collaboration with FHI Berlin)

Graphical user interface (Christian Meisenbichler)

XML Output
exciting writes data in XML format. These XML files may be trans-
formed to many target formats using XSLT. exciting comes with a
selection of XSLT templates e.g. for inputs to visualization tools. XSLT
is a language specifically designed for that purpose. Therefore templates
can be developed very efficiently.
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Definitions
XSLT, the XML Stylesheet Language Transformations [1], is a language

designed to transform XML into other formats with so called tem-
plates. It is in itself expressed in XML and is a functional, declarative
language.

XForms is a W3C recommendation for creating forms on XML data [2].
It is an embedded language with XML syntax. The rendering of the
forms in a web page may be done with a browser plugin or by trans-
lating it into HTML and javascript by an application on the server.
XSLTForms is one way to do this.

XSLTForms is a template and a javascript library that allows for ren-
dering XForms in HTML and javascript [3].

XML Schema is a schema language for XML. It allows to define the
grammar and datatypes of an XML file format.

XML Databases such as exist-db [4] are applications designed to ef-
ficiently store and query XML data. The standard query language is
XQuery.

exciting@web

The exciting@web ap-
plication consists of a
GUI to edit and create
exciting input files, an
interface to submit and
monitor exciting cal-
culations, as well as a
database to store, query,
and visualize data.
The graphical user inter-
face (GUI) is generated
from the XML Schema
of the exciting input
file. The Schema is used
to generate XForms code
with a custom XSLT
style sheet. This XForms

code is transformed to
HTML by the XSLT-
Forms XSLT style sheet.
The generation of the
GUI from the schema
has the advantage that it
keeps the GUI up to date
with the development of
the exciting code au-
tomatically.
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Add: do

Decides if the groundstate run is skipped, calculated from scratch,
or continued from the file STATE.OUT.

Add: rgkmax

The parameter rgkmax implicitly determines the number of basis
functions and is one of the crucial parameters for the accuracy of
the calculation. It represents the product of two quantities:
R  , the smallest of all muffin-tin radii, and  , the

maximum length for the  vectors. Because each  vector
represents one basis function, rgkmax gives the number of basis
functions used for solving the Kohn-Sham equations. Typical values
of rgkmax are between 6 and 9. However, for systems with very
short bond-lengths, significantly smaller values may be sufficient.
This may especially be the case for materials containing carbon,
where rgkmax may be 4.5-5, or hydrogen, where even values
between 3 and 4 may be sufficient. In any case, a convergence
check is indispensible for a proper choice of this parameter for your
system!

Add: epspot

If the RMS change in the effective potential and magnetic field is
smaller than epspot , then the self-consistent loop is considered
converged and exited. For structural optimization runs this results
in the forces being calculated, the atomic positions updated and the
loop restarted. See also maxscl .

Add: epsengy

Energy convergence tolerance.

Add: epsforce

Convergence tolerance for the forces during the SCF run.

Add: rmtapm

Parameters governing the automatic generation of the muffin-tin
radii. When autormt is set to "true" , the muffin-tin radii are found
automatically from the formula

where  is the atomic number of the  th species,  is stored in

rmtapm (1) and the value which governs the distance between the
muffin-tins is stored in rmtapm (2). When rmtapm (2) =1, the
closest muffin-tins will touch.

Add: swidth

Width of the smooth approximation to the Dirac delta function.

Add: stype

A smooth approximation to the Dirac delta function is needed to
compute the occupancies of the Kohn-Sham states. The attribute
swidth determines the width of the approximate delta function.

Add: findlinentype

Select method to determine the linearization energies.

Add: isgkmax

Species for which the muffin-tin radius will be used for calculating
gkmax.

Add: gmaxvr

Maximum length of |G| for expanding the interstitial density and
potential.

Add: nempty

Defines the number of eigenstates beyond that required for charge
neutrality. When running metals it is not known a priori how many
states will be below the Fermi energy for each-point. Setting
nempty greater than zero allows the additional states to act as a
buffer in such cases. Furthermore, magnetic calculations use the
first-variational eigenstates as a basis for setting up the second-
variational Hamiltonian, and thus nempty will determine the size of
this basis set. Convergence with respect to this quantity should be
checked.

Add: nosym

When set to "true" no symmetries, apart from the identity, are
used anywhere in the code.

Add: symmorph

When set to "true" only symmorphic space-group operations are
to be considered, i.e. only symmetries without non-primitive
translations are used anywhere in the code.

Add: frozencore

When set to "true" the frozen core approximation is applied, i.e.,
the core states are fixed to the atomic states.

Add: autokpt

Decides if the-point set is to be determined automatically

Add: radkpt

Used for the automatic determination of the-point mesh. If autokpt
is set to "true" then the mesh sizes will be determined by 

 .

Add: reducek

If the attribute reducek is "true" the  -point set is reduced with
the crystal symmetries.

Add: tfibs

Because calculation of the incomplete basis set (IBS) correction to
the force is fairly time- consuming, it can be switched off by setting
tfibs to "false" This correction can then be included only when
necessary, i.e. when the atoms are close to equilibrium in a
structural relaxation run.

Add: tforce

Decides if the force should be calculated at the end of the self-
consistent cycle.

Add: lmaxapw

Angular momentum cut-off for the APW functions.

Add: maxscl

Upper limit for te selfconsistency loop.

Add: chgexs

This controls the amount of charge in the unit cell beyond that
required to maintain neu-trality. It can be set positive or negative
depending on whether electron or hole doping is required.

Add: deband

Initial band energy step size The initial step length used when
searching for the band energy, which is used as the APW
linearization energy. This is done by first searching upwards in
energy until the radial wavefunction at the muffin-tin radius is zero.
This is the energy at the top of the band, denoted  . A downward

search is now performed from  until the slope of the radial

wavefunction at the muffin-tin radius is zero. This energy,  , is at

the bottom of the band. The band energy is taken as  .

If either  or  cannot be found then the band energy is set to

the default value.

Add: epsband

Energy tolerance for search of linearization energies.

Add: dlinenfermi

Energy difference between linearisation and Fermi energy.

Add: epschg

Maximum allowed error in the calculated total charge beyond which
a warning message will be issued.

Add: epsocc

smallest occupancy for which a state will contribute to the density.

Add: mixer

select the mixing (relaxation) scheme for SCF

Add: beta0

Initial value for mixing parameter. Used in linear mixing.

Add: betainc

Mixing parameter increase. Used in linear mixing.

Add: betadec

Mixing parameter decrease. Used in linear mixing.

Add: lradstep

Some muffin-tin functions (such as the density) are calculated on a
coarse radial mesh and then interpolated onto a fine mesh. This is
done for the sake of efficiency. lradstp defines the step size in
going from the fine to the coarse radial mesh. If it is too large, loss
of precision may occur.

Add: nprad

Smallest occupancy for which a state will contribute to the density.

Add: xctype

Type of exchange-correlation functional to be used

No exchange-correlation funtional (  )
LDA, Perdew-Zunger/Ceperley-Alder, Phys. Rev. B23 , 5048
(1981)
LSDA, Perdew-Wang/Ceperley-Alder, Phys. Rev. B45 , 13244
(1992)
LDA, X-alpha approximation, J. C. Slater, Phys. Rev.81 , 385
(1951)
LSDA, von Barth-Hedin, J. Phys. C5 , 1629 (1972)
GGA, Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof, Phys. Rev. Lett.77 , 3865
(1996)
GGA, Revised PBE, Zhang-Yang, Phys. Rev. Lett.80 , 890
(1998)
GGA, PBEsol, arXiv:0707.2088v1 (2007)
GGA, Wu-Cohen exchange (WC06) with PBE correlation, Phys.
Rev. B73 , 235116 (2006)
GGA, Armiento-Mattsson (AM05) spin-unpolarised functional,
Phys. Rev. B72 , 085108 (2005)

Add: ldapu

Type of LDA+U method to be used.

Add: lmaxvr

Angular momentum cut-off for the muffin-tin density and potential.

Add: fracinr

Fraction of the muffin-tin radius up to which lmaxinr is used as the
angular momentum cut-off.

Add: lmaxinr

Close to the nucleus, the density and potential is almost spherical
and therefore the spherical harmonic expansion can be truncated a
low angular momentum. See also fracinr .

Add: lmaxmat

Angular momentum cut-off for the outer-most loop in the
hamiltonian and overlap matrix setup.
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exciting@web provides an interactive input file edi-
tor (GUI). It can add elements and attributes without
reloading the page. The elements and attributes are
selected from collapsible panels which show the pos-
sible choices along with the documentation. The re-
sult is an interactive application that guides the user
through setting up the input.
The input editor can load any valid input file. It covers
all the functionality of the code, because it is automat-
ically generated from the schema.
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Other Formats: show xml XSF CML wien sgroup

Files: description.xml input.xml Y.xml Ba.xml Cu.xml O.xml

geometry.OUT.xml info.xml

YBCO

groundstate

do fromscratch

vkloff 0.25 0.5 0.5

rgkmax 6.0

ngridk 2 2 1

properties

edit copy

The exciting@web database provides a special view
on the exciting input file. This view includes visu-
alization of 3D structures using Jmol. The used input
parameters are listed and linked to their description in
the documentation.
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Other Formats: show xml Grace ASCII

Files: Ag_APWlo.xml geometry.OUT.xml info.xml bandstructure.xml

description.xml input.xml

Band Structure of Ag

select part of the graph to zoom in
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Important graphs such as bandstructure and density
of states are directly rendered in the browser. In ad-
dition, one can download the picture in other file for-
mats. New file formats can be added by associating
the XML data file with an XSLT template that per-
forms the format conversion.
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